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Abstract. It is known that evolution strategies in continuous domains
might not converge in the presence of noise [3, 14]. It is also known that,
under mild assumptions, and using an increasing number of resamplings,
one can mitigate the effect of additive noise [4] and recover convergence.
We show new sufficient conditions for the convergence of an evolutionary
algorithm with constant number of resamplings; in particular, we get
fast rates (log-linear convergence) provided that the variance decreases
around the optimum slightly faster than in the so-called multiplicative
noise model.
Keywords: Noisy optimization, evolutionary algorithm, theory.

1

Introduction

Given a domain D ∈ Rd , with d a positive integer, a noisy objective function is
a stochastic process f : (x, ω) 7→ f (x, ω) with x ∈ D and ω a random variable
independently sampled at each call to f . Noisy optimization is the search of
x such that E [f (x, ω)] is approximately minimum. Throughout the paper, x∗
denotes the unknown exact optimum, supposed to be unique. For any positive
integer n, x̃n denotes the search point used in the nth function evaluation. We
here consider black-box noisy optimization, i.e we can have access to f only
through calls to a black-box which, on request x, (i) randomly samples ω (ii)
returns f (x, ω). Among zero-order methods proposed to solve noisy optimization problems, some of the most usual are evolution strategies; [1] has studied
the performance of evolution strategies in the presence of noise, and investigated its robustness by tuning the population size of the offspring and the mutation strength. Another approach consists in using resamplings of each individual
(averaging multiple resamplings reduces the noise), rather than increasing the
population size. Resampling means that, when evaluating f (x, ω), several independent copies ω1 , . . . , ωr of ω are used (i.e. the black-box oracle is P
called several
r
times with a same x) and we use as an approximate fitness value r1 i=1 f (x, ωi )
in the optimization algorithm. The key point is how to choose r, number of resamplings, for a given x. Another crucial point is the model of noise. Different
models of noise can be considered: additive noise (Eq. 3), multiplicative noise
(Eq. 4) or a more general model (Eq. 5). Notice that, in Eq. 5 when z > 0, the
noise decreases to zero near the optimum; this setting is not artificial as we can
observe this behavior in many real problems.

Let us give an example in which the noise variance decreases to zero around
the optimum. Consider a Direct Policy Search problem, i.e. the optimization of
a parametric policy on simulations. Assume that we optimize the success rate of
a policy. Assume that the optimum policy has a success rate 100%. Then, the
variance is zero at the optimum.
1.1

Convergence Rates: log-linear convergence and log-log
convergence

Depending on the specific class of optimization problems and on some internal properties of the algorithm considered, we obtain different uniform rates of
convergence (where the convergence can be almost sure, in probability or in expectation, depending on the setting); a fast rate will be a log-linear convergence,
as follows:
Fast rate: lim sup
n

log ||x̃n − x∗ ||
= −A < 0,
n

(1)

In the noise-free case, evolution strategies typically converge linearly in log-linear
scale, as shown in [5, 7, 8, 15, 18].
The algorithm presents a slower rate of convergence in case of log-log convergence, as follows:
Slow rate: lim sup
n

log ||x̃n − x∗ ||
= −A < 0,
log n

(2)

The log-log rates are typical rates in the noisy case (see [2, 4, 9–11, 16, 17]). Nevertheless, we will here show that, under specific assumptions on the noise (if
the noise around the optimum decreases “quickly enough”, see section 1.4), we
can reach faster rates: log-linear convergence rates as in Eq. 1, by averaging a
constant number of resamplings of f (x, ω).
1.2

Additive noise model

Additive noise refers to:
f (x, ω) = ||x − x∗ ||p + noiseω ,

(3)

where p is a positive integer and where noiseω is sampled independently with
a fixed given distribution. In this model, the noise has lower bounded variance,
even in the neighborhood of the optimum. The uniform rate typically converges
linearly in log − log scale (cf Eq. 2) as discussed in [2, 9–11, 16, 17]. This important case in applications has been studied in [9, 11, 12, 16] where tight bounds
have been shown for stochastic gradient algorithms using finite differences. When
using evolution strategies, [4] has shown mathematically that an exponential
number of resamplings (number of resamplings scaling exponentially with the
index of iterations) or an adaptive number of resamplings (scaling as a polynomial of the inverse step-size) can both lead to a log-log convergence rate.

1.3

Multiplicative noise model

Multiplicative noise, in the unimodal spherical case, refers to
f (x, ω) = ||x − x∗ ||p + ||x − x∗ ||p × noiseω

(4)

and some compositions (by increasing mappings) of this function, where p is a
positive integer and where noiseω is sampled independently with a fixed given
distribution. [14] has studied the convergence of evolution strategies in noisy
environments with multiplicative noise, and essentially shows that the result depends on the noise distribution: if noiseω is conveniently lower bounded, then
some standard (1 + 1) evolution strategy converges to the optimum; if arbitrarily negative values can be sampled with non-zero probability, then it does not
converge.
1.4

A more general noise model

Eqs. 3 and 4 are particular cases of a more general noise model:
f (x, ω) = ||x − x∗ ||p + ||x − x∗ ||pz/2 × noiseω .

(5)

where p is a positive integer, z ≥ 0 and noiseω is sampled independently with
a fixed given distribution. Eq. 5 boils down to Eq. 3 when z = 0 and to Eq. 4
when z = 2. We will here obtain fast rates for some larger values of z. More
precisely, we will show that when z > 2, we obtain log-linear rates, as in Eq.
1. Incidentally, this shows some tightness (with respect to z) of conditions for
non-convergence in [14].

2

Theoretical analysis

Section 2.1 is devoted to some preliminaries. Section 2.2 presents results for
constant numbers of resamplings on our generalized noise model (Eq. 5) when
z > 2.
2.1

Preliminary: noise-free case

Typically, an evolution strategy at iteration n:
– generates λ individuals using the current estimate xn−1 of the optimum x∗
and the so-called mutation strength (or step-size) σn−1 ,
– provides a pair (xn , σn ) where xn is a new estimate of x∗ and σn is a new
mutation strength.
From now on, for the sake of notation simplicity, we assume that x∗ = 0.

For some evolution strategies and in the noise-free case, we know (see e.g.
Theorem 4 in [5]) that there exists a constant A such that :
log(||xn ||) a.s
−−−−→ −A
n→∞
n
log(σn ) a.s
−−−−→ −A
n→∞
n

(6)
(7)

This paper will discuss cases in which an algorithm verifying Eqs. 6, 7 in the
noise-free case also verifies them in a noisy setting.
Remarks: In the general case of arbitrary evolution strategies (ES), we
don’t know if A is positive, but:
– in the case of a (1 + 1)-ES with generalized one-fifth success rule, A > 0 see
[6];
– in the case of a self-adaptive (1, λ)-ES with gaussian mutations, the estimate
of A by Monte-Carlo simulations is positive [5].
Property 1. For some δ > 0, for any α, α′ such that α < A and α′ > A, there
exist C > 0, C ′ > 0, V > 0, V ′ > 0, such that with probability at least 1 − δ
∀n ≥ 1, C ′ exp(−α′ n) ≤ ||xn || ≤ C exp(−αn);

∀n ≥ 1, V ′ exp(−α′ n) ≤ σn ≤ V exp(−αn).

(8)
(9)

Proof. For any α < A, almost surely, log(||xn ||) ≤ −αn for n sufficiently large.
So, almost surely, supn≥1 log(||xn ||) + αn is finite. Consider V the quantile 1 − δ4

of exp supn≥1 log(||xn ||) + αn . Then, with probability at least 1 − 4δ , ∀n ≥
1, ||xn || ≤ V exp(−αn). We can apply the same trick for lower bounding ||xn ||,
and upper and lower bounding σn , all of them with probability 1 − δ4 , so that
all bounds hold true simultaneously with probability at least 1 − δ.
2.2

Noisy case

The purpose of this Section is to show that if some evolution strategies perform
well (linear convergence in the log-linear scale, as in Eqs. 6, 7), then, just by
considering Y resamplings for each fitness evaluation as explained in Alg. 1,
they will also be fast in the noisy case.
Our theorem holds for any evolution strategy satisfying the following constraints:
– At each iteration n, a search point xn is defined and λ search points are
generated and have their fitness values evaluated.
– The noisy fitness values are averaged over Y (a constant) resamplings.
– The j th individual evaluated at iteration n is randomly drawn by xn + σn Nd
with Nd a d-dimensional standard Gaussian variable.
This framework is presented in Alg. 1.
We now state our theorem, under log-linear convergence assumption (cf assumption (ii) below).

Algorithm 1 A general framework for evolution strategies. For simplicity, it
does not cover all evolution strategies, e.g. mutations of step-sizes as in selfadaptive algorithms are not covered; yet, our proof can be extended to a more
general case (xn,i distributed as xn + σN for some noise N with exponentially
decreasing tail). The case Y = 1 is the case without resampling. Our theorem
basically shows that if such an algorithm converges linearly (in log-linear scale)
in the noise-free case then the version with Y large enough converges linearly in
the noisy case when z > 2.
Initialize x0 and σ0 .
n←1
while not finished do
for i ∈ {1, . . . , λ} do
Define xn,i = xnP
+ σ n Nd .
Y
Define yn,i = Y1
k=1 f (xn,i , ωk ).
end for
Update: (xn+1 , σn+1 ) ←update(xn,1 , . . . , xn,λ ,yn,1 , . . . , yn,λ , σn ).
n←n+1
end while

Theorem 1. Consider the following assumptions:
(i) the fitness function f satisfies E [f (x, ω)] = kxkp and has a limited variance:
z
V ar(f (x, ω)) ≤ (E [f (x, ω)]) for some z > 2;
(10)
(ii) in the noise-free case, the ES with population size λ under consideration is
log-linearly converging, i.e. for any δ > 0, for some α > 0, α′ > 0, there
exist C > 0, C ′ > 0, V > 0, V ′ > 0, such that with probability 1-δ, Eqs. 8
and 9 hold;
(iii) the number Y of resamplings per individual is constant.


′
′
)d) 2(2α′ −α)
Then, if z > max 2(pα −(α−α
, for any δ > 0, there is Y0 > 0 such
,
pα
α

that for any Y ≥ Y0 , Eqs. 8 and 9 also hold with probability at least (1 − δ)2 in
the noisy case.
Corollary 1. Under the same assumptions, with probability at least (1 − δ)2 ,
lim sup
n

log(||x̃n ||)
α
≤−
n
λY

Proof of Corollary 1 : Immediate consequence of Theorem 1, by applying
n ||)
n ||)
= lim sup log(||x
.
Eq. 8 and using lim sup log(||x̃
n
λY n
n

n

Remarks:
– Interpretation: Informally speaking, our theorem shows that if an algorithm converges in the noise-free case, then it also converges in the noisy
case with the resampling rule, at least if z and Y are large enough.

′

– Notice that we can choose constants α and α veryclose to each other. Then
′
′
)d) 2(2α′ −α)
boils down to z > 2.
,
the assumption z > max 2(pα −(α−α
pα
α
– We show a log-linear convergence rate as in the noise-free case. This means
that we get log ||x̃n || linear in the number of function evaluations. This is
as Eq. 1, and faster than Eq. 2 which is typical for noisy optimization with
constant variance.
– In the previous hypothesis, the new individuals are drawn following xn +σn Nd
with Nd a d-dimensional standard Gaussian variable, but we could substitute
Nd for any random variable with an exponentially decreasing tail.

Proof of Theorem 1 : In all the proof, Nk denotes a standard normal
random variable in dimension k.
Sketch of proof: Consider an arbitrary δ > 0 and δn = exp(−γn) for some
n ≥ 1 and γ > 0.
We compute in Lemma 2 the probability that at least two generated points xn,i1
and xn,i2 at iteration n are “close”, i.e are such that | ||xn,i1 ||p − ||xn,i2 ||p | ≤ δn ;
then we calculate the probability that the noise of at least one of the λ evaluated
individuals of iteration n is bigger than δ2n in Lemma 3. Thus, we can conclude
in Lemma 4 by estimating the probability that at least two individuals are
misranked due to noise.
We first begin by showing a technical lemma.
Lemma 1. Let u ∈ Rd be a unit vector and Nd a d-dimensional standard normal
random variable. Then for S > 0 and ℓ > 0, there exists a constant M > 0 such
that :


max P(| ||u + SNd ||p − v| ≤ ℓ) ≤ M S −d max ℓ, ℓd/p .
v≥0

Proof. For any v ≥ ℓ, we denote Ev≥ℓ the set :
n
o
1
1
Ev≥ℓ = {x ; | ||x||p − v | ≤ ℓ} = x ; (v − ℓ) p ≤ ||x|| ≤ (v + ℓ) p .

We first compute µ(Ev≥ℓ ), the Lebesgue measure of Ev≥ℓ :
o
n
d
d
µ(Ev≥ℓ ) = Kd (v + ℓ) p − (v − ℓ) p ,

with Kd =

(2π)d/2
2×4×···×d

if d is even, and Kd =

2(2π)(d−1)/2
1×3×···×d

d

otherwise. Hence, by Tay!

lor expansion, µ(Ev≥ℓ ) ≤ Kv p −1 ℓ, where K = Kd 2 dp + sup sup

v≥ℓ 0<ζ< ℓ
v

q′′ (ζ) ℓ
2 v

,

d

with q(x) = (1 + x) p .
• If v ≥ ℓ:

P(| ||u + SNd ||p − v| ≤ ℓ) = P(u + SNd ∈ Ev≥ℓ ),


||S −1 (x − u)||2
1
√ exp(−
≤ S −d sup
) µ(Ev≥ℓ ),
2
2π
x∈Ev≥ℓ
≤ M1 S −d ℓ,



≤ M1 S −d max ℓ, ℓd/p .

where M1 =

√K sup
sup
2π
1
v≥ℓ
x:||x||≤(v+ℓ) p

h

i

−1
2
d
.
v p −1 exp − ||S (x−u)||
2



• If v < ℓ, P(| ||u + SNd ||p − v| ≤ ℓ) ≤ M2 S −d ℓd/p ≤ M2 S −d max ℓ, ℓd/p ,
d

d
where M2 = 2 p √K2π
. Hence the result follows by taking M = max(M1 , M2 ).

(1)

Lemma 2. Let us denote by Pn the probability that, at iteration n, there exist
at least two points xn,i1 and xn,i2 such that | ||xn,i1 ||p − ||xn,i2 ||p | ≤ δn . Then
Pn(1) ≤ Bλ2 exp(−γ ′ n),
for some B > 0 and γ ′ > 0 depending on γ, d, p, C, C ′ , V , α, α′ .
(0)

Proof. Let us first compute the probability Pn that, at iteration n, two given
generated points xn,i1 and xn,i2 are such that | ||xn,i1 ||p − ||xn,i2 ||p | ≤ δn .
Let us denote by Nd1 and Nd2 two d-dimensional standard independent random
variables, u ∈ Rd a unit vector and Sn = ||xσnn|| .

Pn(0) = P | ||xn + σn Nd1 ||p − ||xn + σn Nd2 ||p | ≤ δn ,


δn
1 p
2 p
,
= P | ||u + Sn Nd || − ||u + Sn Nd || | ≤
||xn ||p


δn
≤ max P | ||u + Sn Nd1 ||p − v| ≤
.
v≥0
||xn ||p
m

(0)
,
Hence, by Lemma 1, there exists a M > 0 such that Pn ≤ M Sn−d ||xδnn||p


m
d/p 

. Moreover Sn ≥
= max ||xδnn||p , ||xδnn||p
where m is such that ||xδnn||p
(0)

V ′ C −1 exp(−(α′ − α)n) by Assumption (ii). Thus Pn ≤ B exp(−γ ′ n), with
′
B = M V ′−d C d C ′−mp and γ ′ = d(α − α ) + mγ − mpα′ . In particular, γ ′ is
positive, provided that γ is sufficiently large.
(1)
(0)
By union bound, Pn ≤ (λ−1)λ
Pn ≤ Bλ2 exp(−γ ′ n).
2
(3)

We now provide a bound on the probability Pn that the fitness value of
at least one search point generated at iteration n has noise (i.e. deviation from
expected value) bigger than δ2n in spite of the Y resamplings.
Lemma 3.
Pn(3)


Y
X
1
δ
n
:= P ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , λ} ;
f (xn,i , ωj ) − E [f (xn,i , ωj )] ≥ 
Y j=1
2


≤ λB ′ exp(−γ ′′ n)

for some B ′ > 0 and γ ′′ > 0 depending on γ, d, p, z, C, Y , α, α′ .

Proof. First, for one point xn,i0 , i0 ∈ {1, . . . , λ} generated at iteration n, we write
(2)
Pn the probability that when evaluating the fitness function at this point, we
make a mistake bigger than δ2n .
P
(2)
Pn = P(| Y1 Yj=1 f (xn,i0 , ωj )−E [f (xn,i0 , ωj )] | ≥ δ2n ) ≤ B ′ exp(−γ ′′ n) by using
Chebyshev’s inequality, where B ′ = 4Y −1 C pz andγ ′′ = αzp − 2γ. In particular,

′
′
′
−(α−α′ )d)
)d) 2(2α′ −α)
γ ′′ > 0 if z > 2(mpα pαm
, we
; hence, if z ≥ max 2(pα −(α−α
,
pα
α
get γ ′′ > 0.
(3)
(2)
Then, Pn ≤ λPn by union bound.

Lemma 4. Let us denote by Pmisranking the probability that in at least one
iteration,
there is at least one

 misranking of two individuals. Then, if z >
2(pα′ −(α−α′ )d) 2(2α′ −α)
max
and Y is large enough, Pmisranking ≤ δ.
,
pα
α

This lemma implies that with probability at least 1 − δ, provided that Y has
been chosen large enough, we get the same rankings of points as in the noise free
case. In the noise free case Eqs. 8 and 9 hold with probility at least 1 − δ - this
proves the convergence with probability at least (1 − δ)2 , hence the expected
result; the proof of the theorem is complete.
Proof. (of the lemma)
(4)
We consider the probability Pn that two individuals xn,i1 and xn,i2 at iteration n are misranked due to noise, so

and

1
Y

Y
X
j=1

||xn,i1 ||p ≤ ||xn,i2 ||p
f (xn,i1 , ωj ) ≥

1
Y

Y
X

f (xn,i2 , ωj )

(11)
(12)

j=1

Eqs. 11 and 12 occur simultaneously if either two points have very similar
fitness (difference less than δn ) or the noise is big (larger than δ2n ). Therefore,
(2)
(0)
(3)
(1)
(4)
Pn ≤ Pn + Pn ≤ λ2 Pn + λPn ≤ (B + B ′ )λ2 exp(− min(γ ′ , γ ′′ )n).
P
(4)
Pmisranking is upper bounded by n≥1 Pn < δ if γ ′ and γ ′′ are positive and
′
′′
constants
large enough. γ and
 γ can be chosen positive simultaneously if z >

2(pα′ −(α−α′ )d) 2(2α′ −α)
.
,
max
pα
α

3

Experiments : how to choose the right number of
resampling ?

We consider in our experiments a version of multi-membered evolution strategies,
the (µ,λ)-ES, where µ denotes the number of parents and λ the number of
offspring (µ ≤ λ; see Alg. 2). We denote (x1n , . . . , xµn ) the µ parents at iteration
n and (σn1 , . . . , σnµ ) their corresponding step-size. At each iteration, a (µ,λ)-ES
noisy algorithm : (i) generates λ offspring by mutation on the µ parents, using
the corresponding mutated step-size, (ii) selects the µ best offspring by ranking

the noisy fitness values of the individuals. Thus, the current approximation of
the optimum x∗ at iteration n is x1n , to be consistent with the previous notations,
we denote xn = x1n and σn = σn1 .
Algorithm 2 An evolution strategy, with constant number of resamplings. If we
consider Y = 1, we obtain the case without resampling. Nk is a k-dimensional
standard normal random variable.
Parameters : Y > 0, λ ≥ µ > 0, a dimension d > 0.
Input : µ initial points x11 , . . . , xµ1 ∈ Rd and initial step size σ11 > 0, . . . , σ1µ > 0.
n←1
while (true) do
Generate λ individuals indenpendently using :
σj = σnmod(j−1,µ)+1 × exp(

1
× N1 )
2d

mod(j−1,µ)+1
ij = xn
+ σ j Nd

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , λ}, evaluate ij Y times. Let yj be the averaging over these Y evaluations.
Define j1 , . . . , jλ so that yj1 ≤ yj2 ≤ · · · ≤ yjλ .
k
Update : compute σn+1
and xkn+1 for k ∈ {1, . . . , µ}:
k
σn+1
= σjk

xkn+1 = xjk
n←n+1
end while

Experiments are performed on the fitness function f (x, ω) = ||x||p +
||x||pz/2 N , with x ∈ R15 , p = 2, z = 2.1, λ = 4, µ = 2, and N a standard
gaussian random variable, using a budget of 500000 evaluations. The results
presented here are the mean and the median over 50 runs. The positive results
are proved, above, for a given quantile of the results. This explains the good
performance in Fig. 1 (median result) as soon as the number of resamplings is
enough. The median performance is optimal with just 12 resamplings. On the
other hand, Fig. 2 shows the mean performance of Alg. 2 with various numbers
of resamplings. We see that a limited number of runs diverge so that the mean
results are bad even with 16 resamplings; results are optimal (on average) for 20
resamplings.
Results are safer with 20 resamplings (for the mean), but faster (for the
median) with a smaller number of resamplings.

4

Conclusion

We have shown that applying evolution strategies with a finite number of resamplings when the noise in the function decreases quickly enough near the optimum

mu=2,lambda=4,dimension=15, budget=500000 ,p=2,z=2.1, median on 50 runs
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Fig. 1: Convergence of Self-Adaptive Evolution Strategies: Median results.

mu=2,lambda=4,dimension=15, budget=500000 ,p=2,z=2.1, average on 50 runs
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Fig. 2: Convergence of Self-Adaptive Evolution Strategies: Mean results.

provides a convergence rate as fast as in the noise-free case. More specifically,
if the noise decreases slightly faster than in the multiplicative model of noise,
using a constant number of revaluation leads to a log-linear convergence of the
algorithm. The limit case of a multiplicative noise has been analyzed in [14]; a
fixed number of resamplings is not sufficient for convergence when the noise is
unbounded.
Further work. We did not provide any hint for choosing the number of
resamplings. Proofs based on Bernstein races [13] might be used for adaptively
choosing the number of resamplings.
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